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and said there wasn't any. But if you think of all the space ai4 that we can

observe and compare and apply them to this rule. The amount of spa ce that

we have gone it it would abe- amount to about 1/4 of an incech. Actually,

we have a long ways to go. We have make tremendous way to go before we

have covered any amount of space. We have made tremendous steps forward

but it is eey-.---.- a tiny, tiny fafe---frari fraction of the real thing.

Ans. Yes, there have been those who have taken the- tatemes.t stt- statements

in the Bible that a man has lived so 4a long and rules so long, and adds them

together and figures how long it is -b&-e- back to Adam, and there have been about

100 different figures made that way. And personally I would say that Adam lived

somewhere between 50, 000 years ago and a million. But if it is further out , the

Bible doesn't say one way oth or the other. Now, Archbishop Ussher, a very

brilliant man, made an attempt to arrange the figures we hae in such a way

as to get back 4000 sears before t birth of Christ. -He--was--it- The Bible doesn't

giveix us any idea of how long ago Adam was created, and it certainly gives no

idea how long ago the creation of the earth was before the creation of Adam.

And it gives absolutely no idea of how long ago the creation of the universe was

before the creation of the world, so th t i s one of the many questions that the

Bible doesn't ... (Q) Well the word dy as used in the Old Testament usually means

a light period between two periods of darkness, and that in some parts of the world
in mid-winter, mid-

is two-fourc hours long/and in sane parts of the world is 18-20 hours long in/summer.

I'sm not sure that there is any thing in the Bible that is a 24 hour day. I dal 't know.

But a day uc is usually a light period between two periods of darkness, but there

m ay be a day that is a combination of darkness and light, but tI re are quite a

few cases where the word day is used for a period of indeterminate length , as

in Genesis 1 , i it speaks the- of the six days of creation, a-id in Genesis 2,
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